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Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  LITTLE CAESARS 8 Establishment ID:  3034012831

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

1 2-102.11 (A), (B) and (C) (1), (4) - (16) Demonstration - (PF) - Person in charge did not accurately keep track of TPHC
procedures for prepped pizzas, individual pizza sauces were not labeled with time, quat sanitizer at 3 compartment sink read
0ppm, atmospheric backflow prevention at can wash was in poor repair, bleach cleaner was stored on a prep shelf with pans,
and establishment was not maintained clean. Based on the risks inherent to the food operation, the person in charge shall
demonstrate knowledge of foodborne disease prevention and the requirements of the Food Code. There were multiple violations
of priority items during the inspection. VERIFICATION required within 72 hours upon completion of other violations requiring
verification. Contact Lauren Pleasants at (336)703-3144 or pleasaml@forsyth.cc when all priority verifications are complete.

3 2-201.11 (A), B), (C), and (E) Responsibility of Permit Holder, Person in Charge and Conditional Employees (P) - Establishment
did not have new employee reporting agreement with 5 symptoms of foodborne illness and 6 reportable foodborne illnesses. The
permit holder shall require food employees to report to the person in charge information about their health and activities as they
relate to diseases that are transmissible through food. A food employee shall report the information in a manner that allows the
person in charge to reduce the risk of foodborne disease transmission. CDI- New copy of employee reporting agreement
provided by REHS. 0 pts.

5 2-501.11 Clean-up of Vomiting and Diarrheal Event (Pf) - Establishment with no written procedures for the clean up of vomit or
diarrhea. A food establishment shall have written procedures for employees to follow when responding to vomiting or diarrheal
events that involve the discharge onto surfaces in the food establishment. The procedures shall address the specific actions
employees must take to minimize the spread of contamination and the exposure of employees, consumers, food, and surfaces to
vomitus or fecal matter. CDI- Copy of new reporting agreement provided by REHS. 0 pts.

10 6-301.12 Hand Drying Provision (Pf) - No paper towels provided at front handwashing sink. Each handwashing sink shall be
provided with individual disposable towels or an approved hand-drying device. CDI- Person in charge replaced paper towels
during inspection. 0 pts.

16 4-501.114 Manual and Mechanical Warewashing Equipment, Chemical Sanitization - Temperature, pH, Concentration and
Hardness (P) - Quat sanitizer at 3 compartment sink measured 0 ppm on test strip. A chemical sanitizer used in a sanitizing
solution at contact times specified under 4-703.11 shall meet criteria specified under 7-204.11 and shall measure concentration
per manufacturer's instructions, which is 200-400 ppm. VERIFICATION required by the end of 11/23/21 on sanitizer
concentration. Ecolab technician called during inspection. Call Lauren Pleasants at (336)703-3144 when repair complete. 

4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (P) - REPEAT- Hand mixer blade,
plastic lid, scraper, spatula, and other dishes soiled with grease and food residue. Sanitizer is not functioning. Food-contact
surfaces shall be clean to sight and touch. VERIFICATION required within 24 hours by 11/24/21. Contact Lauren Pleasants when
dishwashing is complete.

24 3-501.19 Time as a Public Health Control (P) - Prepared pizzas on speed rack not labeled with time in which pizzas shall be
cooked and served. Individually portioned pizza sauce containers with no time labels. Food shall be marked or identified to
indicate the time it is removed from temperature control. CDI- Timers set on speed racks. PIC educated on labeling of individual
sauces.

28 7-201.11 Separation - Storage (P) - Bottle of bleach cleaner stored on lower shelf of prep table with pizza pans. Poisonous or
toxic materials shall be stored so they can not contaminate food, equipment, utensils, linens, single-service and single-use
articles by separating them by space or partitioning and locating them in an area that is not above food, equipment, utensils,
linens, and single-service or single-use articles. CDI- Bottle moved to empty lower shelf of dish shelving. 0 pts.

38 6-501.111 Controlling Pests (Pf) - Cobwebs with dead flies observed by back door, and a dead roach and other dead insects
observed in dry storage. The premises shall be maintained free of insects, rodents, and other pests. Routinely inspect shipments
and premises for evidence of pests, and eliminate harborage conditions. VERIFICATION required by 12/3/21 of pest control.
Contact Lauren Pleasants at (336)703-3144 or pleasaml@forsyth.cc when pest control is complete. 

6-501.112 Removing Dead or Trapped Birds, Insects, Rodents and other Pests (C) - Remove dead flies, cobwebs, and dead
insects in dry storage room. Dead or trapped pests shall be removed from the premises that prevents their accumulation,
decomposition, or the attraction of other pests. Increase cleaning frequency.

39 3-305.11 Food Storage - Preventing Contamination from the Premises (C) - REPEAT- Large container of pizza sauce stored on
the floor by the make unit. Food shall be stored in a clean, dry location, where it is not exposed to splash, dust, or other
contamination, and at least 6 inches off the floor. CDI- Container placed in sauce machine.

44 4-903.11 (A), (B), and (D) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles Storing (C) - REPEAT- Dishes
stored as clean on soiled and greasy shelving. Cleaned and sanitized utensils and equipment shall be stored in a clean, dry
location, where they are not exposed to splash, dust, or other contamination, and at least 6 inches off the floor. Maintain dish



shelving clean.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) - REPEAT- Replace torn gasket on walk in cooler. Remove rust
from underside of 3 compartment sink and prep sink. Remove molded caulk from 3 compartment sink backsplash and recaulk
backsplash to the wall. Recaulk front of rinse vat of 3 compartment sink. Equipment shall be maintained in good repair.

49 4-601.11 (B) and (C) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (C)- REPEAT - Deep cleaning
needed on the following equipment, including but not limited to: Doors and gaskets of make unit cooler, inside cooler cavity,
outside of the ovens and underneath the rollers, outer surfaces of sauce machine, the dough machine, the water dispenser, the
prep sink, the rolling cart, the flour racks, the hand mixer, dish shelving, lower prep shelves, dough portioning machine, dough
rounder, scale, and hot holding cabinets. Nonfood-contact surfaces shall be free of dust, dirt, food residue, and debris. Increase
cleaning of facility.

51 5-203.14 Backflow Prevention Device, When Required (P) - Hose bibb at can wash is broken at the atmospheric breaker and has
a major leak when water is turned on. A plumbing system shall be installed to preclude backflow of solid, liquid, or gas
contaminant into the water supply system at each point of use at the food establishment. VERIFICATION required by 11/24/21 of
repair of backflow prevention device at hose bibb. Contact Lauren Pleasants at (336)703-3144 or pleasaml@forsyth.cc when
repair is complete. 
Backflow prevention device at water dispenser for dough and sauce needs a drain tube on the drain port of the device. Install
drain tube to run to floor drain.

53 6-202.14 Toilet Rooms, Enclosed (C) - Employee restroom door does not self close. A toilet room located on the premises shall
be completely enclosed and provided with a tight-fitting and self-closing door. Repair door to self-close.

6-501.18 Cleaning of Plumbing Fixtures (C) - Toilet cleaning needed in employee restroom. Sink cleaning needed in employee
and public restroom. Maintain plumbing fixtures clean.

54 5-501.113 Covering Receptacles (C) - Dumpster with lid and door left open. Maintain waste receptacles closed with tight-fitting
lids and doors. 0 pts.

55 6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods (C) - REPEAT- Replace peeling basetile
underneath back handwashing sink. Repair wall damage in employee storage area. Replace stained ceiling tiles in employee
restroom. Recaulk can wash basin to the wall. Repair broken cornerguard at can wash. Physical facilities shall be maintained in
good repair. 

6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C)- REPEAT- Deep wall and floor cleaning needed underneath 3 compartment
sink, prep sink, handwashing sink, dough prep areas, and prep tables. Floor cleaning needed around entire kitchen perimeter. All
floor drains need cleaning. Wall cleaning needed throughout, especially at dough prep areas, and in restroom under the hand
dryer. Physical facilities shall be maintained clean. Increase cleaning frequency of establishment.

56 6-403.11 Designated Areas - Employee Accommodations for eating / drinking / smoking (C) - Employee personal food and
drinks stored on top shelf in walk in cooler above food for establishment. Suitable facilities shall be located where contamination
of food, equipment, utensils, linens and single-service and single-use articles can not occur. Store employee items on the bottom
shelf to prevent cross contamination. 0 pts.

Additional Comments
15A NCAC 18A .2660 PUBLIC DISPLAY OF GRADE CARDS (b): The person in charge of the food establishment shall keep the grade
card posted at the designated location at all times. 

15A NCAC 18A .2661 INSPECTIONS AND REINSPECTIONS (h): Upon request of the permit holder or his or her representative a
reinspection shall be made. In the case of a food 
establishment that requests an inspection for the purpose of raising the alphabetical grade, and that holds an unrevoked permit, the
regulatory authority shall make an unannounced inspection within 15 days from the date of the request.


